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The Dragon’s Revenge Part II
Danny rushed to Mr Mak’s game store with the laptop computer and the game. He showed Mr Mak
how I was sent to the prison under escort by pointing at me on the computer screen. However, he
accidentally poked the screen and it started to act like a waving water surface of a peaceful and calm
lake. “I think the computer screen is a portal towards the dragon’s kingdom!” said Mr Mak, “We
have to bring Sam back to the real world! I’ll find some equipment and tactics to fight against the
dragons, you’ll have to control the game and help Sam.”
I was caught and tied up by the Dragons on a cart, sitting next to the treasure box I got from level 12.
Suddenly, a gigantic air bubble appeared out of nowhere and it surrounded me and the treasure box. I
started flowing in the air! The dragons guarding me were furious, fortunately they couldn’t fly! And
then a wireless headset appeared inside my bubble. I wore them and I could hear Danny and Mr
Mak’s voices. “Hey Sam! I’m Mr Mak! You’re inside the dragon’s kingdom and Danny is bringing
you to a safe place by controlling the bubble,” Mr Mak explained quickly, “I’m giving you the claw
and a sword. You have to open the treasure box and put the piece of jewel onto the sword and use it
to fight against the dragons!” Seconds later, a sword appeared. I opened the box and saw a large
piece of bright and shiny Sapphire. I attached it to the handle of the sword.
“Where am I going?” I asked anxiously. Danny replied, “I’m flying you to the exit — the well of
lava. You have to throw the claw in then jump inside in order to come back…” “Wait a minute, the
boss dragon of level 13 is waiting right beside the well!” Mr Mak interrupted. “You’ll have to kill
the boss. Here, drink this potion of strength!” A bottle of purple potion appeared, and I drank it
immediately. Finally, I arrived at the destination. The boss saw me as I approached. It was spitting
flames. I grabbed the potion of freeze and threw it towards the dragon. It stopped moving and
attacking. I used this opportunity to stab my sword into the dragon’s midsection and the blade
impaled its heart. Tons of red blood flows out but it started to attack more fiercely. Then I chopped
off both of its legs. It started to act very weak, but it was still swinging its sword heavily. “Chop off
its tail! Its source of strength!” yelled Danny. I did so and the boss fell down and stopped moving
ever since. Mr Mak was connecting a 40-inch-large computer monitor to the laptop computer, while
I was throwing the claw into the well of lava. “Everything is set, jump into the well!” shouted Mr
Mak. I took the dragon boss’s precious crown with me as a souvenir and jumped into the well.
I fell through the well of lava without feeling any heat and came out through the large monitor screen
and fell onto the ground of Mr Mak’s game shop. “You made it, you’re back!” yelled Mr Mak and
Danny. “Everything feels so unrealistic. It’s like a dream! But it’s so real at the same time.” I replied
and showed them my crown and sword. “Look at the crown full of jewels! I could sell it at a great
price!” said Mr Mak. I replied, “I’m keeping this for myself! It’s a legendary souvenir!” All three of
us laughed. “I, am indeed, a dragon slayer!” I spoke emotionally.

